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Benson Receives $2,500 On Trip

On his return from a weeks trip to Washington, New York, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and Chicago, Dr. George S. Benson reports that the amount of his account was increased about $2,500 for the college.

While in Washington Dr. Benson interviewed Congressman E. L. Hush, Walter C. Page, Speaker Sam Rayburn, Texas, Senator H. F. Byrd of Virginia regarding status of boys in college who are subject to being drafted. Dr. Benson stated that the belief is that boys now in school will not be called until the college year is over, and that at least until the end of term.

During his absence he made a number of radio broadcasts over KARK and WMC and in a number of daily newspapers. His last speech was in regard to the re-organization bill, which was adopted as an important contract that has been open in congress for some time, and he re-determined what they will pay.

These radio speeches are also published in about 200 newspapers. Dr. Benson stated that his broadcast in the speech and within two weeks columns may be sent to 200 newspapers, and that the paper broadcast.

Student Gets Leading Role

Miss Virginia Sipola, former secretary to Dr. Kenyon and student, was chosen for the lead role in "Where Heart Is," the major production of the University of Arkansas, Department of Music, at the auditorium, beginning November 7.

Miss Sipola attended Harding College two years and is a junior at the University. The play takes place in an all-girl college chapel under the direction of Dr. A. J. Dunklin.

Miss Sipola attended Harding College two years and is a junior at the University. The play takes place in an all-girl college chapel under the direction of Dr. A. J. Dunklin.

Activities

Thirty students do not partake in any extra-curricular activities, 15 participate in one; 40 are in two; 50 are in three and take part in more than five activities.

Sewing

Nineteen women sit one time during the year; 53 women sit two times; 48 women sit three times; 20 women sit four times; 50 women sit five times; 20 women sit six times; 50 women sit seven times; 20 women sit eight times; 50 women sit nine times; 20 women sit ten times; 20 women sit eleven times; 50 women sit twelve times; 20 women sit thirteen times; 50 women sit fourteen times; 20 women sit fifteen times; 50 women sit sixteen times; 20 women sit seventeen times; 50 women sit eighteen times; 20 women sit nineteen times; 50 women sit twenty times; 20 women sit twenty-one times; 50 women sit twenty-two times; 20 women sit twenty-three times; 50 women sit twenty-four times; 20 women sit twenty-five times; 50 women sit twenty-six times; 20 women sit twenty-seven times; 50 women sit twenty-eight times; 20 women sit twenty-nine times; 50 women sit thirty times; 20 women sit thirty-one times; 50 women sit thirty-two times; 20 women sit thirty-three times; 50 women sit thirty-four times; 20 women sit thirty-five times; 50 women sit thirty-six times; 20 women sit thirty-seven times; 50 women sit thirty-eight times; 20 women sit thirty-nine times; 50 women sit forty times; 20 women sit forty-one times; 50 women sit forty-two times; 20 women sit forty-three times; 50 women sit forty-four times; 20 women sit forty-five times; 50 women sit forty-six times; 20 women sit forty-seven times; 50 women sit forty-eight times; 20 women sit forty-nine times; 50 women sit fifty times; 20 women sit fifty-one times; 50 women sit fifty-two times; 20 women sit fifty-three times; 50 women sit fifty-four times; 20 women sit fifty-five times; 50 women sit fifty-six times; 20 women sit fifty-seven times; 50 women sit fifty-eight times; 20 women sit fifty-nine times; 50 women sit sixty times; 20 women sit sixty-one times; 50 women sit sixty-two times; 20 women sit sixty-three times; 50 women sit sixty-four times; 20 women sit sixty-five times; 50 women sit sixty-six times; 20 women sit sixty-seven times; 50 women sit sixty-eight times; 20 women sit sixty-nine times; 50 women sit seventy times; 20 women sit seventy-one times; 50 women sit seventy-two times; 20 women sit seventy-three times; 50 women sit seventy-four times; 20 women sit seventy-five times; 50 women sit seventy-six times; 20 women sit seventy-seven times; 50 women sit seventy-eight times; 20 women sit seventy-nine times; 50 women sit eighty times; 20 women sit eighty-one times; 50 women sit eighty-two times; 20 women sit eighty-three times; 50 women sit eighty-four times; 20 women sit eighty-five times; 50 women sit eighty-six times; 20 women sit eighty-seven times; 50 women sit eighty-eight times; 20 women sit eighty-nine times; 50 women sit ninety times; 20 women sit ninety-one times; 50 women sit ninety-two times; 20 women sit ninety-three times; 50 women sit ninety-four times; 20 women sit ninety-five times; 50 women sit ninety-six times; 20 women sit ninety-seven times; 50 women sit ninety-eight times; 20 women sit ninety-nine times; 50 women sit one hundred times.

Fox Named Chairman For Missionary Forum

Harry Fox, junior from David Walker, is one of the student secretaries at the regular meeting of the Missionary Forum Friday night, David Lamb, student, was named chairman.

The meeting for the evening was "The Mission Work in Utah." L. H. Varover, missionary on Sunday in the group, was an opportunity to go to Utah. He said to the group that there was a lot of work to do. The group decided to look at the work.

The Missionary Forum was organized in 1916 by Dr. Kenyon to discuss the problems of missionary work. The group is now open to anyone who wishes to join.

Money More Boys Than Girls

Contrary to most student opinion, the boys outnumber the girls in college this year. An official investigation revealed that there are 131 boys and 112 girls enrolled in the college. The main reason for this being more boys in college is that the school has increased in size and in the amount of work required.
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To Be Or Not To Be

"To be or not to be," is the question for girls' social clubs. This question does not necessarily need to cause a great disturbance, though it usually does. If people could only put it in perspective, the matter sensibly, it would be much easier to answer this question, for it is one which fast becomes unpleasant for conversation.

Whether girls' social clubs stand or fall is entirely up to the imagination of the individual. Actually it is a matter of whether the present dissatisfactions can be remedied; if they can, the clubs will continue, and if they can't, the other alternative must naturally be followed. But whether the clubs stand or fall, this one thing is certain. Regardless which course is taken, somebody must be forthcoming to "give in" just a little bit. If clubs go on, somebody will have to accept a few things that they might not like, but nevertheless, is the responsibility of the one on whom the duty falls.

It is equally evident that if social clubs are abolished some other arrangements must be made for social activities. Problems in this will arise which cannot be anticipated, and again, the same trouble will be encountered, and a sacrifice must be made in order for the plan to work.

There is no occasion for "hard feelings" and sensitiveness in regard to this subject. Only if every person does his part there plans that can be made which will prove satisfactory to the majority, and no particular group need be the loser in the deal.

Whatever we do, let's do our part in this matter, and then it will work.

Thank You Very Much

Last week's workshop was plausibly wealthy in regard to criticisms and suggestions made for The BISON. They were constructive, and they were practical. So often people make fair idealistic suggestions, knowing that it won't be their job to put them into effect, but these criticisms were different. It seemed that those who answered this question made their criticisms as though they clearly understood the difficulty of such an event and that "It is easy to be critical than correct."

We heartily agree with you on most of your suggestions, and we shall consider them all, and that at our various meetings, we will do it, not especially likely. We hope that you will continue to show the same attitude that you did in last Tuesday's poll, and try to be patient while we strive to be correct.

Thank you very much!

PAGE TWO

OCTOBER 14, 1942

Book Reviews

By EDITHE TIPTON

Do you like to read? I hope so, because maybe you'll attend some of our book clubs this week, and if you agree with me, I'll be glad to tell you of some good books. One that I don't want to have to read twice is "To Be Or Not To Be." The music groups have plans, tentative, of course, to give a joint informal program in about two weeks. The idea of the whole thing is to introduce the different groups and to give the expatriates a chance to feel of together and to feel the balance and quality of the groups.

Wednesday night in girls' glee club Mrs. Jewell used marvilsous psychology in a pep talk to the girls which they did not realizable understand, but it was an outstanding piece of inspiration and vibration and meaning than they have all year. There is a plan on not too long hence, which will end an outstanding piece of inspiration, and it will be without one—of those "just between us girls" things. It is a proven fact that people who play the game have a better spirit for working together and gain more success in_S.

Bill Laos reports that the orchestra rehearsals are coming along quite well. I certainly hope that the orchestra among its members does not fall off it as has been known to do in former years. If the thing is worth starting, and certainly it is, it is worth not continuing and giving it a chance to come up. All members of the orchestra are in a moral condition and ready to make it go.

The Choral and Glee club went to the White County Fair Thursday night in honor of the song they sing "Come to the Fair." To mention on my time and to a phrase "a good time was had by all.

A couple of plays to be produced in Dramatic Club are well under way. The rehearsals started at the first of the week, to be presented Thursday night, October 22.

The supposed radio programs have not appeared as yet, but we have hopes.

Bill McInteer is looking for a play. He is on the graveyard shift at an arsenal in Pine Bluff; he says not a soul down there could be in a play so he wants a spirit play because there are plenty of ghosts so he might as well put 'em in a play.

Speaking of Jim Bill, wasn't it good to see last year's students wearing a tie and a white coat. We heartily agree with you on most of your suggestions, and we shall consider them all. There are plenty of ghosts so he might as well put 'em in a play.

The Dramatic Club party was telling of the ruling of the supreme court which forced everyone to bow to the king.

Louise Nicholas has for four years been Mr. Kirk's pride in the alto section of the chorus and glee club both. Jim Bill is not restricted to music, as he is now an auto mechanic and make it go.

The music groups have plans, tentative, of course, to give a joint informal program in about two weeks. The idea of the whole thing is to introduce the different groups and to give the expatriates a chance to feel of together and to feel the balance and quality of the groups.
Cavaliers Have Chicken

The old members of the Curric club and the citizens of the city, with a chicken dinner Tuesday night, October 6, at the Fin- ders Inn. Dr. Abbott, who was the Cavis- lier's sponsor last year, is no longer at Harvard, therefore it was necessary to select a new sponsor.

Prof. J. H. Miles has accepted the office of Commanding Officer. He and Mrs. Miles were present at the dinner.

Officers of the club are: Captain—Rufus Yarbrough, 1st Lieut.—Deaver Dobbs, 2nd Lieut.—Lynn Buffington. Pvt. Art Andrus, Pvt. Patin.

Other members of the club are Burt Dykes and Maurice Murphy.

Kirk Chosen As T.N.T. Sponsor

The T. N. T. social club, because of Prof. Copes's leaving, has selected a new sponsor, Prof. Leonard Kirk.

Ador Chayman, who is the president of the club last year, is back in school for a new year, while the others have chosen to go where he is superintendent of schools.

Officers of the club for this year are:

President—Richard Chandler, Vice-president—Dean Lawyer, Secretary-treasurer—Arden Formby.

Preachers Fill (Continued from page 1)

At Lebanon to the morning, Crispin, in the afternoon, and at Friendsh ship that night and L. E. Pryor went to Bogart's for dinner.

At Heber Springs were Douglas and Gunselman and Leonard Me- rildom, 0. E. Perkins spoke at Bicker's, Paul Koller, Hot Springs, C. F. Davison in Mur- croy, and Dennis and William Alton were at Rockwell.

Lamar Plunkett was at Hayti, Mo., and D. C. Lawrence in Metting. Louis Tunby was at Murfreesboro.

C. James preached in Newport and Walter Larkins went to Lombrum.

BEETLE CLUB TO HAVE FIRST MEETING OF CLUB YEAR

The Beetlene Club will meet Wednesday, October 11, at 3 o'clock for its first meeting of the new club year in the home of Mrs. W. C. Arnold with Mrs. L. P. Myers, ex-hostess. A delightful program has been planned, composed of numbers by Miss Virginia Gean, soprano, Mrs. George Booth, Jr., pianist, Edwin Stover, violinist, and Iris Stilcup, cellist.

Alumni Echoes (Continued from page 2)

was a W. H. C. and a member of the Kansas Club.

Her brother, Prof. O'Neal, is now serving his country as an ensign in the navy. He worked in the business office and was a part of the activities of the glee club and the Arkansas Club.

The Harding faculty held their second meeting of the year in the Home Economics dining room.

The table was covered with an exquisite table setting. A centerpiece of beautiful mixed suns reflected by candle light into a pale blue mirror on which it was placed. The room was beautiful- ly lighted.

Miss Elsie Mae Hopper, Home Economics Instructor, received guests at the door. Miss Chris- tine Edwards and Miss Wanda Lattrell presided at the table. They were assisted by Irene Welsh, Frances Stewart and Claudia Frost.

Following the tea the faculty had a business meeting.

Faculty Tea Held Thursday Afternoon

Seniors Go to College Farm for Outing

Members of the Senior class had their first outing of the year at the College farm on Thursday afternoon. They left the campus at 7:15. Hot dogs, chili, cold drinks and toast- ed marshmallows were served after an hour of entertainment.

Dean and Mrs. Sears chaperoned the group.

Who's Who in Harding

Sponsored by The College Inn.

Who's Who in Harding this year features Richard Chandler, junior and business administra- tors. He is famous only because of his red hair, but because of the many activities in which he takes part.

Richard is manager of our rid- ding academy, president of the T.N.T. club, and acting scout master for the Boy Scouts in Searcy.

He is interested in motor boats and other outdoor sports.

The club and sub T.

A telegram received that year of 1941 was Don Bentley who is in Marshall, Texas. He is working for the defense plant in that city as a director in an office.

At that time he was a student preacher, a T.N.T., and business manager of the Pettis Jean. Another con- tribution made to the T.N.T. club.

The wit of the campus in '41 was Bob Cronin who labors now at the Industrial Rubber Products Company in Wheeling, W. Va. His activities here were in the glee club and chorus, circulation manager of the Bison, and a T.N.T. Many will remember Mary Al- bertia Ellis, better known as "Abby," who associated with Bob. She is now working at Jackson- ville, Ark., as a government in- spector. Here in school she had a part in the glee club, chorus, reporting for the Bison, Ju Go.

Girls Softball

Come on girls don your slacks, let down your hair and meet the other girls on the ball diamond each afternoon. The dust has not settled from the boys' final play and it is now time for you to be the center of attraction.

As to date nites have not been chosen but official games are scheduled to begin soon. A great number of girls have signed up for the softball than did for tennis. It will not be long until the dust will again be flying seven times a week and you will be able to pick out the star players.

Be a feminine Plastic softball! Joyce Blackburn.

Blackburn Loses To Wesson

To come from out of the office on a tennis court is no easy task, as was demonstrated in the winner-take-all tennis match between Joyce Blackburn and Ruby Jean Wesson. Misses seemed to be tense, resulting in bad serving.

The game got off to a good start and at first they seemed well matched, but Blackburn soon gave up and the game was finished had to forfeit to Wesson.

Joyce Blackburn.

Wesson May Be Tennis Winner

History repeats itself. In the final of the girls' tennis tournament Ruby Jean Wesson and Carmen Price lost last year's final batters were waging a real fight.

The final result is not yet in Ruby Jean has taken the lead. Last Saturday she beat Carmen in a marathon set, 11-0. Both played good tennis but Ruby Jean proved to be the steady.

Whatever the final result, either will be a real champion.

The Standard First Aid Class will meet Tuesday night at 7 o'clock at the high school. All who signed for this course are urged to be present.

MUST SELL AT ONCE

Filling Station and Grocer

Apples

300 Bushels

GOLDEN DELICIOUS WINES

GINES

RED DELICIOUS

J. S. Burktell

Front of Vaughn Bridge.

CROOK'S DRUG STORE

Phone 500

Rexall Drugs

Searcy, Ark.

We Welcome You

THE FINEST AND BEST PLACE TO TRADE

Welcome to Searcy

PENNEY'S

C. PENNEY, COMPANY, INC.

Page Three
The baseball season has just ended, but there is one game yet to be played, and it will be played off sometime this week.

The Phillies, hanging all the honors, took first place, putting five on the scoreboard. The Cardinals have been placed four. The Dodgers have one score. The Phillies dropped their first game after they had two men on.

The Dodgers started off with a bang. Watson, Murphy and Reagan scored 0.

The Bison would have had seven, if they had not made five errors.

The Lions have been placed on a team, let's give them a try for the championship.

By CLAUDE RICHARDSON

College of Florence, Ala., reports that appreciation week has been a complete success. They have also announced the high school averages for the summer semester. Many other colleges, Florence State Teachers have added new war courses.

The "Whitman" of Hardin Junior College reports that the enthusiasm in the "Mixed Chorus" is mounting as students find that their schedules will permit participation in this vital part of their school work. Adding to the enthusiasm on the part of the male sections is that Coach Linog is adding a number of points in records kept of intramural sports participation in chorus rehearsals.

The "Bison" of Florence, Ala., reports that the enthusiasm in the "Mixed Chorus" is mounting as students find that their schedules will permit participation in this vital part of their school work. Adding to the enthusiasm on the part of the male sections is that Coach Linog is adding a number of points in records kept of intramural sports participation in chorus rehearsals.